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Computation in living cells
●

●

●

So far we have considered
computations by means of DNA in
vitro
However, some biological processes
in living organisms naturally call for
computational paradigms
For instance, Landweber and Kari in
1999, 2002 noted that DNA
rearrangements performed by
ciliates have a strong computational
appeal

haveababy.com

www.robaid.com

Computation in vivo vs in
vitro
●

Cellular computing (in vivo)
– Living cells as natural wet labs
–

DNA computing (in vitro)
Advantages:
Easier to control

Advantages:
●
Massive parallelism

Easier to implement
●

●

Replication

Not everything could be
done within living cells

Filtering

www.bbc.com
●

–

No supervision

Example: Gene assembly in
ciliates during sexual
reproduction

link.springer.com

Generalities
●

●

Nowadays in biological-related sciences there is a
big interest in applying mathematical and
computational tools to understand biological
processes
●

Theoretical and computational biology

●

Bioinformatics

●

Systems biology

www.osc.edu

Example: modelling gene assembly in ciliates
●

On the other hand, the gene assembly machinery of
ciliates could be also regarded as computational device
and could be used hypothetically to execute
computations

www.genomecompiler.com

Why ciliates?
Complex manipulation of DNA in the sexual
reproduction process
●

●

●

From molecules of many millions of base pairs, they
produce the shortest known DNA molecules in Nature
Highly reliable process
www.genoscope.cns.fr

●

Unusual organization of their genomes
●
●
●

Use pointers and linked lists
Use some sort of “pattern matching algorithms”
The most involved DNA manipulation processes known
in Nature !

shell.cas.usf.edu

Generalities
●

●

We will cover:
–

Shortly biology of ciliates and gene assembly

–

Mathematical modelling of gene assembly: permutations, strings, graphs

–

Linked lists and gene structure

–

Computational complexity and universality

Our goal:
●

How to reason about a certain life phenomenon

●

Building the molecular model

●

Building the mathematical model

●

Exploiting the model to give relevant results about the phenomenon of
interest

liacs.leidenuniv.nl

The Ciliates
Ancient group: about 2.5 billion years old

●

●

Humans: 4-8 million years old

●

Earth: about 4.55 billion years old

Rich group of organisms: about 10500 different species

●

Unicellular organisms

●

Name: Ciliata or Ciliophora

●

●

●

“cilia” is the Latin word for eyelash

muton.blogspot.com

Some or all of the surface of a ciliate is covered with a relatively short, dense
hairlike structures – the cilia

●

Used for moving and/or to draw in the food particles

●

These locomotory organelles are made of proteins

www.themarysue.com

Example: Paramecium

Ciliates, examples

Biological classification
●

Traditionally grouped in the kingdom Protista

●

This includes all Eukaryotes that are not animals, plants, or fungi

Environment
●

●

●

●

Can be found in virtually any body of
water: fresh, salted, warm, cold, even in
the soil
In general they live independently; some
species prefer to group together in large
colonies (especially in conditions of
physiological stress)
Free-living forms in general, relatively
few are parasites, only one species
(Balantidium coli) known to cause
human disease; several species can
cause diseases in fish
They feed on bacteria, algae, or even
other ciliates

Environment
●

●

E.g., Didinium is a rapacious hunter
and consumer of other ciliates
Good adaptive behavior
–

in soil they tend to be small forms that can
form resistant cysts

–

in freshwater (especially organically rich,
e.g., by pollution) they can be rather large
●

Special use: quick test for pollution

Morphology
●

Ciliates are some of the most complex protozoans in Nature
–

Capable of complex feeding behavior, digestion and excretion of waste
products, two mechanisms of reproduction, coordinated movement

–

Highly complex cell, especially when compared with the limited possibilities
of individual cells in multicelled organisms

–

Although they are unicellular organisms, some species can reach up to 2
mm (e.g., Stentor); an average ciliate measures around 40-50 um (1/20 of
a sugar grain)

–

Stombidium – world’s fastest organism

–

Involved metabolical mechanisms
●

Paramecium: the food vacuoles are first subjected to acid digestion and then to alkali
digestion; it also stores some of the food for later metabolic use (similarly as in humans)

Moving, feeding
●

●

Moves helped by the cilia
–

They can swim by beating the water with the
cilia

–

They can walk on a surface using the same cilia

Feeding:
–

–

They feed on bacteria, algae, or even other
ciliates
General feeding strategy

●

Food (prey) particle brought near the body
Particle brought into the cell by infolding (food vacuole)
Food is digested

●

Undigested food is expelled

●
●

–

–

Cilia used in some species to produce feeding
currents
Also suctorian species

Internal structure – some
elements
●

Cilia (protein structures)

●

Food vacuoles

●

Oral groove

●

Two types of nuclei
–

Micronucleus (MIC) – germline nucleus
●

–

Macronucleus (MAC) – somatic nucleus
●

–

●

The genome here is organized on chromosomes (double copies) – long DNA molecules, typically millions of
base pairs long

The genome here is organized on short (plasmid) molecules very often containing one or two genes only

Each molecule can be present in many copies

May have one or more of each nuclei
–
–

Oxytricha nova: 2 MIC, 2 MAC
Urostyla grandis: 8-15 MIC, 200-300 MAC

Reproduction systems
●

Two types of reproduction: sexual and
asexual
–

Asexual reproduction: fission (or cloning) –
produces new organisms, genetically
identical to the parent cell

–

Sexual reproduction (mating or conjugation)
– involves exchange of genetic material and
produces genetically new organisms

Asexual reproduction
(fission or cloning)
●

●

The micronucleus (MIC)
undergoes mitosis (the
usual method of cell
division)
The macronucleus simply
pinches apart in two

Sexual reproduction
(conjugation)
●

●

●

●

Often induced by lack of food
Two ciliates of complementary mating
types come close together and develop a
cytoplasmatic bridge (temporary union)
Micronuclear meiosis, the old
macronuclei begin to disintegrate
Gamete nuclei are exchanged through
the bridge: in each cell one gamete
nucleus is passed to the other cell, and
the other stays behind

Sexual reproduction
(conjugation)
●

The zygote nucleus is formed by fusion of the
migratory and stationary gamete nuclei

(Note: new genetic information)
●

●

The zygote nucleus undergoes one or more divisions

The nuclei produced by the postzygotic divisions
differentiate into new macronuclei (MAC) and
micronuclei (MIC).

Note: at this stage there are five types of nuclei in the
same cell, having extremely different fates
●

There is a special localized region in the cytoplasm that
contains a factor (protein?) responsible for causing the
differentiation of a diploid nucleus into a MAC

Life cycle
●

●

●

Consists of all events between one fertilization event
(conjugation) and the next one (one sexual generation)
The cell is controlled by the macronucleus (somatic nucleus) –
the MAC is formed in the beginning of a sexual generation and
destroyed during conjugation prior to the start of a new sexual
generation
During a life cycle, the cell can participate in several fissions
(clonings) giving rise to a number of other identical ciliates (in
particular, with the same clone age)
–

Genetically new organisms appear only through conjugation

Summary of ciliate
characteristics (stichotrics)

●

●

●

●

They all have cilia – used for moving (swimming or “walking”)
and for drawing food closer
Nuclear dualism: micronucleus (germline) and macronucleus
(somatic)
–

Macronuclear genes: short, contiguous sequences, each gene on its own
DNA molecule, fast transcription

–

Micronuclear genome: long chromosomes, genes are silent (not expressed)

Two types of reproduction: asexual (fission) and sexual
Gene assembly: in the sexual reproduction the old macronuclei
are destroyed; new macronuclei are produced from the
micronuclei
–

The micronuclear genome has to be transformed into the macronuclear one

–

Identify the genetic material on the chromosomes, excise it, add telomeres

•Courtesy Gopal Murti
•Bar=10µm

MIC – MAC transformation

•Up: Electron micrograph of a segment
of purified micronuclear DNA

•Right: Electron micrograph of some
macronuclear DNA molecules

•Courtesy Gopal Murti
•Bar=1µm

Micronucleus and
Macronucleus
●

Differences between the micronuclear and the macronuclear
genomes
–

Global differences
●

●

–

Micronucleus – genes encoded at irregular intervals along the chromosome;
low density of coding DNA on each chromosome
Macronucleus – DNA present as short molecules (plasmids), most of each
molecule taken up by a single gene; these are the shortest DNA molecules
known in Nature

Local differences
●

●

Micronucleus – genes broken into pieces (MDSs) separated by IESs; the
sequence of MDSs is scrambled
Macronucleus – continuous coding regions: the micronuclear MDSs get
assembled in the orthodox order

An example

Structure of micronuclear
genes
●

A micronucelar gene is organized as a sequence
of MDSs (Macronuclear Destined Sequences),
separated by IESs (Internally Eliminated
Sequences)
–

Genes are broken into blocks (MDSs) separated by short
non-coding sequences (IESs)

–

IESs are usually less than 100 nucleotides

–

Data indicates that a ciliate may have in its genome more
than 100 000 IESs

–

Significance of IESs is not known

–

They disable the gene: no transcription

In the MIC-MAC transformation, all IESs are
precisely excised from the genes.

Simultaneously, all MDSs are spliced together to
form transcritionally competent genes

MDSs and IESs are identified by comparing the
nucleotide sequence in the micro- and in the
macro-nuclear form of a gene

Source: Ehrenfeucht et al: Computational
processes in living cells

By definition, an IES is a block between two MDSs

Macronuclear destined
sequences
●

Each MDS (except the last and the first) has the following structure
–
–
–

●

●

●

Mi=(πi, µi, πi+1), where πi is the “incoming pointer” of Mi, µi is its body, and πi+1 is its
“outgoing pointer”
M1=(b, µ1, π2)
Mk=(πk, µk, e)

Note: the outgoing pointer of Mi coincides with the incoming pointer of
Mi+1 (the same DNA sequences)
The MDSs will be spliced together on their pointers to form the
macronuclear genes
In Stichotrichs ciliates, the MDSs are in a scrambled order: apparently
random permutation, with some of the MDS inverted

Macronuclear destined
sequences
Source: Ehrenfeucht et al: Computational processes in living cells

O.trifallax gene pattern
By Prescott and DuBois, Nucleic Acids Research, 1999, Vol. 27, No. 5

(a) Diagram of the micronuclear gene encoding βTP in O.trifallax. Six IESs (lines) separate seven gene segments (clear boxes labeled MDS1-7).
The black box is an intron.
(b) Diagram of the macronuclear DNA molecule encoding βTP. The vertical lines in the clear box indicate where MDSs have been spliced after IES
removal. The striped boxes at the ends are telomeres, with 3' 16 base overhangs
(c) IES 3 (lower case letters) and its junctions with MDSs 3 and 4 (upper case letters) in the micronuclear βTP gene of =.trifallax. The 4 bp repeat
sequence (ACTC) is underlined.

Advantages of this genetic
structure
●

●

These extraordinary structural features are unique to ciliates
Creation of gene-sized DNA molecules is unique to Stichotrichs and a few
other groups of ciliates
–

–

Having a contiguous gene on its own molecule in multiple copies allows protein production
at very rapid pace – rapid growth and cell reproduction (both great advantages in the
competition for survival)
Encrypting the micronuclear form of genes – another potential evolutionary advantage
●

–

Mutations are less likely to kill the cell when genes are stored in this form

Stichotrichs are among the ciliates that have evolved most recently – high abundance of
IESs and MDS scrambling must be recent evolutionary events

The gene assembly
process
●

Assemble the MDSs in the orthodox order
–

●

●

●

Order of MDSs is shuffled and some of them are inverted

Precisely excise the IESs along the way
Precisely excise the assembled sequence of MDSs
from the chromosomes and add telomere endings
Reconstruction of the right number of DNA molecules,
depending on the species

The gene assembly
process
●

The organism identifies:
–
–
–

●

●

Gene DNA for retention
Nongene DNA for destruction
Amazing success rate: over 95%

DNA processing of unprecedented magnitude: from molecules of
many millions base pairs precisely produce the shortest known
DNA molecules, typically 200 to 20000 bp
The whole process is implemented using pointers and linked lists
as data structures
–

The Ciliates appear to be using some elegant pattern matching algorithms

Gene assembly
●

Goals:
–

Remove the IESs

–

Unscramble (place in the orthodox order) the MDSs

–

Ligate the MDSs

–

Excise the gene from the chromosome

–

Add telomeres

–

Multiply the DNA molecule to reach to right number of
copies, depending on the species

The complexity of the
problem
●

●

For one single gene, there can be more than 50
MDSs that have to be ordered, spliced, and then
excised with precision
O.trifallax: in its whole genome, there are more
than 100 000 IESs that have to be excised and
more than 100 000 MDSs that have to be ordered
–

Amazing accuracy: more than 98% survival rate after
mating

